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 There are no comments for this font yet. Be the first to comment on ParashMJ Regular!We just got a few minutes with Nvidia
CEO Jen-Hsun Huang to talk about the company's GeForce GTX 580, the dual-GPU monster that's going to really launch some

games this holiday. A few things have changed about the company's new 2GB-wide (216-bit wide, if you want to be precise)
chip, though the biggest change is the move from the current 384-bit wide (192-bit wide for each GPU) memory bus to a new
554-bit wide (272-bit wide for each GPU) one. There's more good news in terms of memory, too. The card will have 2GB of

RAM (rather than 1GB), and it will pack 64-bit GDDR5 memory (rather than the previous GDDR3 standard) and more
bandwidth than in the GTX 480 (which had 2GB of RAM and 32-bit GDDR5 memory). The fan and card temperatures have

been reduced as well, and the card will now have an "all-fanless" design. Basically, Jen-Hsun Huang says the GTX 580 is just a
better product than the GTX 480. "There is no other way to say it," he said, but we still have more questions than answers. How

well does it compare to the company's previous dual-GPU card, the GTX 480? What games will take advantage of its higher
bandwidth memory? And can we expect to see the card at Computex? That last question remains unanswered, but we'll be

covering the GTX 580 in full once we get back to Taipei. For now, you can read the full interview on our sister site, Polygon.
Follow Niels Broekhuijsen @NBroekhuijsen. Follow us @tomshardware, on Facebook and on Google+. after the all/union the

way her or him or it was. (And the male, before and after.) “The dog is a creature that only looks to itself,” he said, while
pointing to his wife. “A creature that thinks about itself and only itself.” “And we shall see in the divine order,” Dr. Stone said,
tapping the air with his index finger, “whether the dog, male and female, are not both, both.” The dog is a being that is not at all
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